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Abstract 

This article highlights the contribution made by Bharat Ratna Maulan Abul Kalam Azad in the field of politics. In this article 

his political vision was summed up and his struggle for Freedom of country was depicted. He was a staunch follower of 

Mahatma Gandhi and lover of peace and Non-violence. 
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Introduction 

Abul Kalam Ghulam Muhiyuddin, also called Maulana Abul 

Kalam Azad or Maulana Azad, (born November 11, 1888, 

Mecca [now in Saudi Arabia]-died February 22, 1958, New 

Delhi, India), Islamic theologian who was one of the leaders of 

the Indian independence movement against British rule in the 

first half of the 20th century. He was highly respected 

throughout his life as a man of high moral integrity.  

Azad was the son of an Indian Muslim scholar living in Mecca 

and his Arabic wife. The family moved back to India (Calcutta 

[now Kolkata]) when he was young, and he received a 

traditional Islamic education at home from his father and other 

Islamic scholars rather than at a madrasah (Islamic school). 

However, he was also influenced by the emphasis that Indian 

educator Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan placed on getting a well-

rounded education, and he learned English without his father’s 

knowledge.  

Azad became active in journalism when he was in his late teens, 

and in 1912 he began publishing a weekly Urdu-language 

newspaper in Calcutta, Al-Hilal (“The Crescent”). The paper 

quickly became highly influential in the Muslim community for 

its anti-British stance, notably for its criticism of Indian 

Muslims who were loyal to the British. Al-Hilal was soon 

banned by British authorities, as was a second weekly 

newspaper that he had started. By 1916 he had been banished 

to Ranchi (in present-day Jharkhand state), where he remained 

until the beginning of 1920. Back in Calcutta, he joined the 

Indian National Congress (Congress Party) and galvanized 

India’s Muslim community through an appeal to pan-Islamic 

ideals. He was particularly active in the short-lived Khilafat 

movement (1920–24), which defended the Ottoman sultan as 

the caliph (the head of the worldwide Muslim community) and 

even briefly enlisted the support of Mohandas K. Gandhi. 

As first education minister of the country from 1947 to 1958, 

he advocated for free and compulsory primary education for all 

children up to the age of 14 as he believed it was the right of all 

citizens. Later, he went on to establish the Jamia Millia Islamia 

in Delhi and contributed to the setting up of the IITs. He was 

also one of the the brains behind the University Grants 

Commission, India’s higher education regulator, and played a 

key role in the establishment of other educational institutions. 

Political vision of Bharatrana Maulana Abul Kalam Azad 

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad… an extraordinary and multi-

faceted personality. Maulana's multidimensional personality 

does not need any introduction. There is a rich side to his 

personality. He was a religious scholar, and also a thinker too. 

He was an interpreter of the Holy Qur'an, a good orator and also 

a religious scholar. He was an unabashed journalist as well, and 

a bold columnist too. Azad was India's first education minister, 

visionary philosopher and great leader of the freedom struggle. 

He had extraordinary command over the Quran and knowledge 

of hadith. He was a great speaker, a prodigious writer, an 

enormous intellectual, a high-minded thinker, an expert in 

education, besides being a fearless writer, a unique lion and a 

great poet. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad's original name was 

Sayyad Ghulam Mohiyuddin Ahmed bin Khairuddin Al 

Hussaini. He was born on November 11, 1888 in Mecca, the 

holiest place in the world. Arabic was his mother tongue. 

Azad’s childhood was spent in Mecca and Medina. He received 

his early education from his father, and then moved to Jamiat 

al-Azhar University in Egypt. Allah blessed him with the 

wealth of memory and intelligence with a generous heart. 

Major part of Azad’s life was spent in the literary and political 
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field. Azad published the first issue of the weekly Al - Hilal in 

1906. Its aim was to promote unity between Hindus and 

Muslims. Azad released his second newspaper titled Al-

Balaagh as his first title was banned by East India Company. 

Azad was associated with the All India Congress. Azad aimed 

to enlighten the new generations with ancient history, culture 

and civilization. Azad's ideology in politics was that of pure 

patriotism and Hindu-Muslim unity. Maulana Azad had entered 

the political arena, not for any financial gain or for the desire of 

name and fame, rather, it was his decision, that the country 

should be united and its beauty of diversity should be preserved. 

Azad committed himself to Gandhi's ideals, including 

promoting Swadeshi (indigenous) products and the cause of 

Swaraj (Self-rule) for India. In 1923, at an age of 35, he became 

the youngest person to serve as the President of the Indian 

National Congress. Maulana Azad has been denied any 

referential position as one of the primary propagators of the 

‘Idea of India’. As early as 1940, in his presidential address of 

the Ramgarh session of Indian National Congress, he spelled 

out his ‘Idea of India’ in no uncertain terms: “India has been 

destined to be the destiny of different races, cultures and 

religions. From the prehistoric period started the arrival of these 

caravans and continued in later centuries. Its land welcomed all 

and provided space for them. The last was the caravan of 

Muslims who settled here forever. It was a mingling of two 

streams of different communities and cultures. These two 

continued to flow, like Ganga and Jamuna, separately, but, as 

is the immutable law of nature, they joined together. This was 

a great historical event. The same day the hidden hand of nature 

started molding a new India in place of the old 

India….Centuries have passed and now Islam has also become, 

like Hinduism, a religion of India….If Hinduism was a religion 

of the peoples of this land Islam also has been the religion of 

the peoples of India. If today a Hindu can say with pride that he 

is an Indian and follows Hindu religion we too can say with 

pride that we are Indians and follow Islam. Eleven centuries’ 

common history has been enriched with constructive elements 

of all aspects of our Indian life. Our languages, our poetry, our 

literature, our life- style, our tastes, our attire, our manners and 

customs, and innumerable realities of our daily life have the 

impression of this common life. This common heritage is the 

asset of our common nationality.” Azad warns that, “If there 

are Hindus who believe in reviving a thousand years’ old Hindu 

life, they are only dreaming. If there are Muslim minds that are 

aspiring to bring back the one-thousand-year-old culture which 

they had brought from Iran and West Asia, it is better for them 

to come out of this dream as early as possible. This is an 

unnatural imagination.” And he added, “Whether we like it or 

not, we have now become an Indian nation and an indivisible 

Indian nation. No artificial imagination of separation can divide 

our oneness into two. We should accept the judgment of nature 

and devote ourselves to constructing our destiny.” Azad had 

come to this conclusion with the help of his deep insight into 

the religious and political history conditioned by the special 

cultural heritage of South Asia, dismissing all other alternatives 

as irrelevant to the future development of Indian personality. 

By 1912 itself, two decades before the entry of Gandhiji on the 

political scene, Azad had constructed his vision of India as a 

land of universal human values taking into account basic issues 

like relationship between religion and society, religion and 

nationalism, composite nationalism and Hindu-Muslim unity. 

He was against division of the country. He was against the 

formation of Pakistan. Like Gandhi, Azad also regarded 

religion as an integral part of Indian social and political 

consciousness. All his predictions about Pakistan are proving 

true till date. In 1946, Maulana Azad said in an interview given 

to eminent journalist and intellectual Agha Shohrish Kashmiri. 

 Pakistan's will remain tense with neighboring countries 

always. And surely there is the situation of Martial Law.  

 Illiterate politicians and feudal lords will soil the newly 

formed country. They will eat it.  

 Furthermore, the youth will be subject to constant 

restlessness, and class conflict will begin soon. 

 Pakistan, due to its very act, will be written in two. 

 World powers will plan to control Pakistan. 

 Religious extremism will go to its extreme end. 

 

And today, we are watching it all happen with our own eyes.  

Azad had grown increasingly hostile to Jinnah, who had 

described him as the "Muslim Lord Haw-Haw" and a "Congress 

Show boy." Muslim League politicians accused Azad of 

allowing Muslims to be culturally and politically dominated by 

the Hindu community. Azad continued to proclaim his faith in 

Hindu-Muslim unity. "I am proud of being an Indian. I am part 

of the indivisible unity that is Indian nationality. I am 

indispensable to this noble edifice and without me this splendid 

structure is incomplete. I am an essential element, which has 

gone to build India. I can never surrender this claim." 

On the death of Malana Abul Kalam azad Agha Shourish 

Kashmiri wrote this Nazm. 

 

Ajab qayamat ka hadsa hae ke  

ashq hae aasteen nahi hae  

zameen ki raunaq chali gai hae 

ufaq pe mehre mubeen nahi 

teri judai se marne waale  

kaun hae jo hazi nahi hae 

magar teri marg na gaha ka 

mujhe  abhi tak yaqeen nahi hae 

agarcha halaat ka safeena  

aseere girtaab ho chukka hae 

agarcha machdhaar ke thapedo se  

kafila hosh kho chukka hae agarcha  

qudrat ka ek shahkaar  

aakhri neend so chukka hae  

magar teri marg e na gaha ka  

mujhe abhi tak yaqeen nahi hae  

kain dimagho ka ek insaan 

main sonchta hoon kaha gaya hae  

qalam ki azmat ujad gai hae  

zuba ka zor e bayaan gaya hae 

utar gae manzilo ke chehre  

ameer kya karwaan gaya hae  

magar teri marg e na gaha ka  

mujhe abhi tak yaqeen nahi hae  

ye kaun utha ke deer o kaba  

shikista dilkhasta gaam pahonche  

jhuka ke apne dilok parcham 

khwaas pahonche awaam pahonche 

 teri lahed pe khuda ki rehmat  
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teri lahed ko salaam pahonche  

magar teri marg e na gaha ka 

mujhe abhi tak yaqeen nahi hae. 
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